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theVenue

e venue of Sainte Mère Eglise Airborne Museum was
chosen because historically speaking it was the rst town
in France liberated from German oppression following the
beachhead Invasion at Normandy. e liberators were the
American Paratroopers who as part of the Allied Forces
swept in and began the liberation on the streets of this
small but extremely important town. Sainte Mere Eglise is
the focus of thousands of visitors who return annually to
remember the great Liberation made possible by the allied
forces on D-Day in 1944. Sainte Mere Eglise serves the
key role as the epicenter of French liberation and an
appreciation of the American troops who aided in the
cause. e lm will be shown in the new wing of the
museum in the state-of-the-art cinema theater space. e
30 minute lm will be shown to museum guests on a loop
with built in intermissions.

DOCUMENTARY VIDEO CONTENT

UNITED STATES AND FRANCE: WWI TO 1940
During the First World War, the United States joined France in 1917 providing much-needed reinforcements to the beleaguered country. Most of the
American soldiers who joined the war came from recent immigrant descent to
defend the land of their parents. In the peacemaking, however, the two
nations clashed over details.

e ambition of French Premier Georges Clem-

enceau was to ensure the future security of France through restitution, reparations, and guarantees. He had little conndence in what, to him, were the
unrealistic and utopian principles of U.S. President Woodrow Wilson. In
reference to Wilson’s “Fourteen Points” he remarked, "Even God was satissed
with Ten Commandments, but Wilson insists on fourteen.”
e two nations clashed on debts, reparations, and restraints on
Germany. Clemenceau was determined that German territory
west of the Rhine should be established under domination of
France. In the eyes of the U.S. and British representatives, such
overreach would breed future wars and so a compromise was
reached. Wilson and British Prime Minister David Lloyd
George agreed that the United States and Great Britain, by
treaty,
would guarantee France against aggression.
tr

e

importance of this pledge was vital.

Following WWI, the two nations remained friendly and beginning in the
1920s, U.S. intellectuals, writers, and tourists were drawn to France for its art,
literature, philosophy, theatre, cinema, fashion, wines, and cuisine. In 1928 the
two nations sponsored the Kellogg-Briand Pact outlawing war, and in the
thirties both governments favored capitalism over socialism. In the Second
World War the U.S. again favored France in opposition to Germany. President Franklin D. Roosevelt aided the French with cash, munitions, and
supplies but repeatedly refused to declare war on the Axis.

Certain factions of the defeated France established a fascist
regime at Vichy in 1940.

e United Kingdom under Winston

Churchill rejected the fascist regime and instead supported the
Free French—the French Resistance against the fascist regime.
President Roosevelt initially decided to support the fascist
regime in Vichy which resulted in a signiicant clash between
Roosevelt and French President Charles De Gaulle.

WORLD WAR II – THE INVASION OF NORMANDY
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THE POST WAR ERA
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THE 1980s - REAGAN’S DIPLOMACY WITH FRANCE
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THE SPEECH – WE WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER

We will always remember.
We will always be proud.
We will always be prepared,
so we may always be free.
- Reagan on the 40th Anniversary
of D Day, June 6, 1984

e Allied invasion of Normandy is one of the
most famous moments in the military history of
the world. e successful, but deadly invasion
began a two-month campaign that ended with
the liberation of Paris in August 1944. President
Reagan traveled to Normandy on the 40th Anniversary of the invasion to deliver one of his most
famous addresses. At Pointe du Hoc, speaking to
a handful of the remaining veterans from one
Army battalion that had launched its attack on
that site, Reagan saluted the heroes with the
following:

THE SPEECH – WE WILL ALWAYS REMEMBER
Reagan remarked,
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During his speech, Reagan took the opportunity to comment on the cold war with the line about tyranny and isolationism by saying:

Furthermore, Reagan saluted the Soviets, who he said had paid
Later that day at Omaha Beach Reagan toured the Normandy American Cemetery, where white crosses and Stars of David mark
the graves of U.S. servicemen who died in the Allied invasion of France. He remarked,

In the three years that followed the Normandy speech, Reagan used diplomacy, courted moderate elements among his adversaries and made bold
moves overseas with the hope of achieving peace without bloodshed. After the Soviet reformer Mikhail Gorbachev came into power in 1985, Reagan
entered into several rounds of negotiations that produced a historic arms agreement in 1987. In reality, the treaty began the process that ended the
Cold War. Although during his European trip Reagan blamed the Soviet Union for world tensions in a speech in Galway, his speech at Pointe du
Hoc took
to note of the immense Soviet contribution to the defeat of Nazi Germany. He said that the "terrible price" paid by the Russian people in
World War II testiied to the necessity of avoiding war.
Reagan said.

is passage foreshadowed the U.S.-Soviet summitry on which

Reagan would embark the next year after Mikhail Gorbachev became the Soviet leader.

FILM SUMMARY
at June day in 1984, President Reagan spoke of the bravery of the troops
who fought arm in arm to defeat the aggressive German forces . He understood the sentiment of the times because he lived through that era and saw
the results of the sacriices of friends back home. Friends who realized that
their sons, brothers, and fathers would not be coming home, but rather
would be eternally resting in the elds of Normandy. He was sincere in his
gratitude to the French people for the way they tended the wounded and
de soldiers at Normandy. is lm is an excellent opportunity to again
dead
remind the world of these contributions to the cause of freedom - a cause
hard fought, hard won and never to be forgotten.
As Reagan stated and truly believed, “We will always remember. We will
always be proud. We will always be prepared, so we may always be free.”
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